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Abstract
An algebraic category C is called balanced if the cotriple cohomology of any object of C vanishes
in positive dimensions on injective coefﬁcient modules. Important examples of balanced and of non-
balanced categories occur in the literature. In this paper we prove that the category of crossed modules
in groups is non-balanced.
© 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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0. Introduction
The (co)homology theory of algebraic objects was studied using cotriple resolutions since
the time of Beck’s work [1].An algebraic category in which the cotriple cohomology groups
vanish in positive dimensions on injective coefﬁcientsmodules is called balanced. Examples
of balanced categories include groups and Lie algebras, while commutative algebras is non-
balanced.
Crossedmodules are algebraicmodels of connected 2-types [4]. The purpose of this paper
is to answer the question whether the algebraic category of crossed modules in groups is
balanced. We prove that crossed modules is non-balanced.
I am indebted to the referee for his help in improving the presentation of this paper.
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1. Preliminaries
Recall that the categoryCM of crossedmodules in groups has objects the triples (T ,G,)
where  : T → G is a group homomorphism, G acts on T and for all t, t ′ ∈ T , g ∈ G,
( gt)= g(t)g−1, (t)t ′ = t t ′t−1.
We shall follow the standard notation and terminology that can be found in [5]. In addition,
when G is a group acting on a group T, the subgroup [G, T ] ⊆ T of G-commutators is that
generated by the elements xtt−1, x ∈ G, t ∈ T .
The category CM is equivalent to the category of cat1-groups [4, Lemma 2.2], whose
objects are groups G endowed with two endomorphisms s, t : G → G satisfying st = t ,
ts = s and [ker s, ker t] = 1. As pointed out to the author by Dr. Steve Lack, since the
commutator condition [ker s, ker t]=1 is equivalent to that the equalities s(x)x−1t (y)y−1=
t (y)y−1s(x)x−1 hold for all x, y ∈ G, we deduce thatCM is a variety of universal algebras.
Indeed, the description of crossed modules as cat1-groups makes CM into a category of
interest in the sense of Orzech [6].
Our result in this paper deals with the cotriple cohomology of crossedmodules. Recall [1]
that the general notion of coefﬁcients for the cohomology theory of algebraic structures says
that (T ,G,)-modules, that is, abelian group objects in the slice category CM/(T ,G,),
are the right coefﬁcients for the cohomology of a crossed module (T ,G,). From [6,
Theorem 2.7], it follows that a (T ,G,)-module is the same as a split short exact sequence
in CM
(A,B, ) (T ′,G′,′) (T ,G,),
where (A,B, ) is an abelian crossed module, that is, a crossed module in which both A
and B are abelian groups and B acts trivially on A. By [5, Section 2], this is equivalent
to the following: an abelian crossed module (A,B, ) endowed with a (T ,G,)-action
by means of a crossed module homomorphism (,) : (T ,G,) → Act(A,B, ), where
Act (A,B, ) is the actor crossed module of (A,B, ) [5, Deﬁnition 1]. If (A,B, ) is any
such (T ,G,)-module, then the abelian group object inCM/(T ,G,) it deﬁnes is given by
the natural crossed module projection (AT ,BG, (,))(T ,G,) (see [5, Section 2]
for details). The cotriple cohomology of (T ,G,) with coefﬁcients in the (T ,G,)-module
(A,B, ) is deﬁned by
Hn((T ,G,), (A,B, ))=HnHomCM/(T ,G,)(G∗(T ,G,),
(AT ,BG, (,))),
where G is the cotriple in CM arising from the forgetful functor CM → Set and its left
adjoint and G∗(T ,G,) → (T ,G,) is the associated cotriple resolution of the crossed
module (T ,G,). An explicit and very useful description of the left adjoint functor Set →
CM is given in [2, Proposition 3].
2. The non-balanced property of crossed modules
An algebraic category C is called balanced whenever the cotriple cohomology groups
Hn(X,A)=HnHomC/X(G∗X,A) of an object Xwith coefﬁcients in any X-module A, can
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be also deﬁned as the derived functors of the functor BHomC/X(X,B) on the category
of X-modules. By [3, (1.7.6)], a category of interestC is balanced if and only ifHn(X, I)=
0, n> 0, for any objectX and all injectiveX-modules I. Our purpose is to prove the theorem
below.
Theorem 1. The category of crossed modules is not balanced.
In order to prove Theorem 1 we shall use the useful criterion stated in Theorem 2 below.
Let us recall (see for instance [3, (1.2.8)]) that for any crossedmodule (T ,G,), the category
of (T ,G,)-modules is an abelian algebraic category, that there are enough projective and
injective (T ,G,)-modules and moreover the relative differential forms functor
D(T,G,) : CM/(T ,G,)→ (T ,G,)-modules,
left adjoint to the forgetful-embedding functor, exists.
Theorem 2. Let (N,R, )
i(Q, F, )
p
(T ,G,) be a short exact sequence of crossed
modules. Then there exists an induced natural exact sequence of (T ,G,)-modules(
N
[R,N ] ,
R
[R,R] , 
)
i→D(T,G,)(Q, F, )
p
D(T,G,)(T ,G,), (1)
where themodule structuremorphism (,) : (T ,G,)→ Act ( N[R,N] , R[R,R] , ) is given by
the formulae (p(z))([r])=[z rz−1], (p(x))([y])=[xyx−1] for [y] ∈ Rab, (p(x))([y])=
[xy] for [y] ∈ N/[R,N ]. Moreover, if the positive dimension cohomology groups of
(T ,G,) vanish on injective coefﬁcients modules, then i is a monomorphism.
Proof. It follows from [3, (1.7.11)], after some quite tedious but straightforward identiﬁ-
cations. 
Hereafter we ﬁx M an abelian group and let (M, 1, 0) be the abelian crossed module
deﬁned by M. A (M, 1, 0)-module is then a pair ((A,B, ), ), where (A,B, ) is an
abelian crossed module and  : M → Hom(B,A) is a group homomorphism such that
(m)= 0= (m) for all m ∈ M . The abelian group object in CM/(M, 1, 0) it deﬁnes is
given by the projection (A⊕M,B, ̂)(M, 1, 0), where the B-action onA⊕M is deﬁned
by b(a,m)= (a − (m)(b),m) and ̂(a,m)= (a).
Lemma 3. Let N
i T
p
M be a group extension with M abelian and consider the exten-
sion of crossed modules
(N, T , i)(T , T , id)
p
(M, 1, 0). (2)
Then, the induced sequence (1) of (M, 1, 0)-modules(
N
[T ,N ] ,
T
[T , T ] , i
)
i→D(M,1,0)(T , T , id)
p
D(M,1,0)(M, 1, 0) (3)
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is naturally isomorphic to the sequence of (M, 1, 0)-modules(
N
[T ,N ] ,
T
[T , T ] , i
)
i→
(
T
[T , T ] ,
T
[T , T ] , id
)
p
(M, 1, 0). (4)
Proof. ByYoneda’s Lemma, it sufﬁces to prove that both sequences (3) and (4) give rise
to isomorphic sequence by “hom”-ing them into any (M, 1, 0)-module ((A,B, ), ). We
have the following natural isomorphisms:
Hom(M,1,0)-Mod(D(M,1,0)(M, 1, 0), (A,B, ))
HomCM/(M,1,0)((M, 1, 0), (A⊕M,B, ̂))
{f ∈ Hom (M,A) | f = 0}
Hom(M,1,0)-Mod((M, 1, 0), (A,B, )),
Hom(M,1,0)-Mod(D(M,1,0)(T , T , id), (A,B, ))
HomCM/(M,1,0)((T , T , id), (A⊕M,B, ̂))
{(f, g) ∈ Hom(T ,A⊕ B) | f = g, (p(t ′))(g(t))= 0, t, t ′ ∈ T }
{(f, g) ∈ Hom(T/[T,T],A⊕ B) | f = g, (m)(g(t))= 0, m ∈ M, t ∈ T }
Hom(M,1,0)-Mod((T /[T , T ], T /[T , T ], id), (A,B, )). 
We are now ready to prove Theorem 1. Let M be an abelian group with H2(M) = 0,
and letNT
p
M be a group extension as in Lemma 3 with T a free group. Then, Hopf’s
formula for the second integral homology group says that the sequence below is exact
0 → H2(M)→ N/[T ,N ] i→ T/[T , T ] → M → 0.
Hence the induced 3-terms sequence (4) is not short exact and therefore, by Lemma 3
the 3-term sequence (3) is not short exact. By Theorem 2, we conclude that the positive
cohomology groups of the crossed module (M, 1, 0) do not vanish on injective coefﬁcients
modules; that is, the category of crossed modules is not balanced.
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